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Abstract
A methodology is proposed to optimize a specimen shape in a biaxial testing machine for the identification of constitutive laws based on full-field measurements.
Within the framework of Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) and Integrated Digital Image Correlation (IDIC), the covariance matrix of the identified
material parameters due to acquisition noise is computed and its minimization
is the basis of the proposed shape optimization. Two models are investigated;
first, a linear elastic law, and second, an elastoplastic law with linear kinematic
hardening. Two optimal fillet radii sets are assessed for the two investigated
laws based on the minimization of the identification uncertainty.
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1. Introduction
One of the main issues of mechanical engineering is to understand, describe
and predict how materials behave and fail. For many industrial applications,
the optimization with respect to mass for instance pushes toward accurate and
hence complex constitutive laws. Just to mention a very early example, elastoplastic flow in sheet metal forming prompted Hill [1] to emphasize on the need
for properly describing anisotropy to account for the influence of the orientation
of the sheet with respect to the rolling direction. Together with the complexity
of constitutive laws comes a rapid increase in the number of material parameters to be identified in order that the model matches the load / displacement
relationship as observed in either one or several mechanical test(s). This inflation of parameters implies an increased difficulty to measure them in well-suited
experiments. In particular, plastic anisotropy calls for multiaxial testing.
Due to the complexity of designing multiaxial testing devices, one compromise was to consider flat cruciform specimens [2]. The authors showed the
benefit provided by such samples for biaxial fatigue studies with numerical simulations. However, only theoretical and modeling approaches were performed [3].
Kelly [4] carried out “virtual experiments” to characterize materials with multiaxial loadings. Finally, the first in-plane biaxial loading system has been
proposed by Makinde et al. [5, 6, 7]. The authors proposed an original experimental device to prescribe biaxial tension in the plane of a cruciform specimen
to study plasticity. Afterward, ad hoc systems were proposed to perform biaxial
tension [8, 9, 10] using uniaxial testing machines [11].
2

Other authors [6, 12, 13, 14, 11] studied plasticity under biaxial loading
and applications to constitutive modeling [15]. Eftis et al. [16] studied crack
propagation under biaxial loadings. Kuwabara [8] prescribed different loading
paths with both cruciform specimens and bending tests. It appears that the
most flexible and versatile experimental system is related to in-plane biaxial
tests of cruciform specimens [7, 14, 17] among different systems [18, 12, 17].
Some of them involve complex loading conditions [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
Two main issues raised by the above-cited authors were i) How to reveal
specific material behaviors? and ii) How to quantify and identify material behaviors? The first issue deals with the design of experimental systems. The
second one is related to measurement and identification procedures. These two
aspects (i.e., measurement and identification) are linked. For example, in the
case of the identification of constitutive parameters, the main guide to the design
of cruciform specimens, namely homogeneity, was motivated by the measurement methods used (e.g., strain gauges or extensometers).
Even if innovative sensors were proposed [24], the total number of sensors
remained fairly small. This constraint has led to specific optimization criteria [25]. They accounted for three aspects, namely, the homogeneity of the zone
over which the phenomena occur and the level of strains and stresses in order
to have good measurements with strain gauges [12, 8, 26, 14]. The homogeneity requirement led for instance to specific features such as slits to cancel out
Poisson’s effect occurring on specimen arms and yielding larger homogeneous
zones [25, 27, 28], a thinner central zone to concentrate the strains [19, 29] and
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a minimum number of discontinuities [13, 30] were also considered.
However, the stress and strain uniformity is not necessarily required when
identification techniques accounting for heterogeneous fields are considered.
First introduced by Kavanagh and Clouth [31] the so-called “Finite Element
Model Updating” (FEMU) technique aims to identify the constitutive parameters while updating the numerical model to the experimental data. Lecompte
et al. [13] proposed a mixed numerical-experimental technique to identify orthotropic parameters of metals based on full-field measurements. With a biaxial
tensile test the FEMU technique was used to compare measured and computed
strain fields (i.e., FEMU-). This method is one out of several procedures based
on full-field measurements [32, 33]. Similarly, Schmaltz et al. [34] made use of
stereo-DIC measurements and FEMU-U (i.e., comparison between measured
and computed displacement fields) to identify plastic laws for four different
cross-shaped geometries. The key point here was the introduction of full-field
measurements, that is, a considerable increase in the density of measurement
points. This abrupt transition from sparse to dense measurements is a major
change of perspective.
FEMU can be extended to Integrated Digital Image Correlation (IDIC [35,
36, 37]) to couple measurement and identification procedures. Unlike other
identification techniques such as FEMU, IDIC relies directly on the images to
determine material parameters. It allows standard finite element codes to be
used in a non-intrusive way. Further, when properly weighted it can be shown
that for small noise levels weighted FEMU and IDIC lead to similar covariance
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matrices of the sought parameters [38].
The fact that full-field measurements are performed will lead to new approaches to mechanical test design. The geometry and load history will be
chosen to optimize the sensitivity of the test with respect to the sought constitutive parameters. The present paper aims to pave the way to a systematic
optimization of test design tailored for an anticipated constitutive law. Here
only the specimen geometry is optimized for the sake of simplicity and the loading path is considered as fixed. The target is formulated in terms of the quality
of the measurement of constitutive parameters (i.e., the least uncertainty is
sought). After presenting the theoretical background, a single parameter optimization will be performed, based on the radius of a cruciform specimen fillet. An artificial (i.e., numerical) case will be studied where the uncertainty is
computed from an experimentally representative noise level in the entire data
acquisition and treatment chain. Linear elasticity and elastoplasticity (with
linear kinematic hardening) will be discussed to highlight the key role played
by the formulation of the sought objective, and henceforth the constitutive law
parameterization. The formalism proposed herein is transparent to more complex constitutive (e.g., including various hardening postulates). To illustrate
this test case, constitutive parameters are chosen as representative of 17 − 7
PH (Precipitation-Hardened) stainless steel [39, 37], which is known for its very
good fatigue properties [40, 41]. Let us stress however that the present optimization is based on noise uncertainty and omits possible bias due to model
error, which can hardly be addressed a priori (or very artificially).
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2. Optimization strategy
To optimize the geometry of cross-shaped samples, Schmaltz et al. [34] propose to use so-called stress-stress and major-minor strain graphs. The first
ones are determined via numerical simulations, whereas the second ones can be
assessed experimentally via full-field measurement techniques. The present optimization is based on the covariance matrix of the identified material parameters,
which indicates the identification uncertainty associated with a chosen constitutive law. The identifiability of constitutive parameters is estimated using
the quantification of their influences on experimentally observable (i.e., measured) quantities (e.g., displacement or temperature fields, resultant forces).
Their influences are expressed with quantities called sensitivity fields [42, 13],
i.e., gradients of the observables with respect to the to-be-identified parameters. Considering one parameter variation and identical boundary conditions,
there exists one sensitivity field for each material parameter. The latter ones
are collected in a vector {p} whose components are conveniently designed to be
dimensionless. This can always be performed through a normalization with the
expectation values of the parameters (i.e., nominal values). For convenience, it
is possible to define as constitutive parameters logarithms of moduli scaled by
nominal values.
The sensitivity fields are to be computed numerically based on the current
determination of the constitutive parameters as well as with boundary conditions that are obtained from DIC analyses. In the present study, the identification is based on full-field measurements and two related techniques, namely,
6

FEMU and integrated DIC [38]. Within those approaches, it is possible to track
down the uncertainty from the measurement step down to the identification step.
This uncertainty is collected into a global covariance matrix [Cp ]
[Cp ] = h{δp} ⊗ {δp}i

(2.1)

where the angular brackets h...i denote the mathematical expectation of the
enclosed argument. [Cp ] deals with all facets of the problem, namely, the geometry of the studied structure, the chosen constitutive law, the set of parameters,
the boundary conditions, the measurement uncertainties and the identification
method. This is important since it provides an estimate of the quality of the
identified parameters through an uncertainty, and also because it gives a handle
on how to optimize a mechanical test (in the present case through the shape
of the specimen). The lower the value of this covariance, the more reliable the
identification. The objective is to minimize the covariance matrix components
with respect to the optimization parameters (here chosen to be associated with
the specimen shape). However, because this covariance is a second order tensor,
some more discussion is required on what is really meant by minimization, and
this issue and some of its consequences will be discussed and illustrated below.

2.1. Test and observables
2.1.1. Specimen geometry
The testing machine is biaxial [37], which has the ability to prescribe an
arbitrary tensile strain in two orthogonal directions, e1 and e2 , with opposite
actuators that behave in a symmetric fashion so that the specimen center is
7

motionless. The specimen shape is thus naturally cruciform (Figure 1). In the
following, the four fillets are first assumed to have the same radius. The fillet
radius will be the argument of the optimization problem. The region of interest
is a square of area 30 × 30 mm2 . Figure 1 shows the triangular mesh used for
the numerical simulation and the specimen geometry for a fillet radius equal to
r = 2 mm.
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Figure 1: Mesh and geometry of the analyzed specimen with a fillet radius
r = 2 mm

This type of geometry was used to perform biaxial experiments on 17-7 PH
stainless steel. It has been chosen regarding the manufacturing process and the
machine capabilities, namely, i) Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM), ii) flat
and thin biaxial specimens, iii) the largest arm width available to ensure the
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largest observable surface, and iv) a sufficiently simple geometry with a small
number of parameters to optimize. However, other optimization parameters
could be investigated such as adding a hole to the specimen. It is worth noting
that other geometries have been proposed, e.g., by Schmaltz et al. [34].

2.1.2. Loading history
As shown in Figure 2, a “nonproportional” loading path is prescribed. First
a displacement along direction e1 is applied up to a maximum value d1 = d∗
while the transverse displacement is kept equal to 0 (OA). Then, at fixed
displacement d1 , the displacement d2 is raised to reach an equibiaxial strain
state, d1 = d2 = d∗ (point B) and finally both displacement amplitudes are
reduced to zero at the same rate (BO) so that in the displacement plane (d1 , d2 )
the loading path is a triangle.
The tested specimens are 0.3 mm thick [37]. Thus, forces in both directions
are chosen greater than or equal to zero to avoid buckling. The measured
quantities are of two types. First, reaction forces in each arm are measured
using load sensors. Second, at prescribed stages, images of the specimen surface
are captured. They will be processed to measure displacement fields using DIC
techniques discussed in details below. The simulated digital camera is able to
acquire 16-bit gray scale images. The physical size of one pixel is a = 13.5 µm.
Each measurement is performed with a specific uncertainty. γF2 denotes the
variance of the force measurement, where all load cells are independent of each
other. Similarly, images are subjected to a noise that will be considered to
be Gaussian and white (i.e., uncorrelated). One key feature of the used DIC
9
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Figure 2: (a) Triangular loading history prescribed in the simulation. The
squares depict the computed steps. (b) Boundary conditions prescribed on the
sample in terms of longitudinal displacements. With the chosen loading history
the center of the specimen is motionless

methodology is the fact that the effect of image noise on displacement uncertainty can be explicitly characterized. This is an extremely important feature as
it allows for the design of the appropriate norm to be used in the FEMU identification procedure, and thereby to follow the impact of noise coming from either
images or force sensors onto the uncertainty of the identified parameters [38]. It
is because of this complete chain that the optimization of the specimen shape
can be addressed even when the specimen has not been tested yet.

2.2. Covariance matrices
The aim of this subsection is to introduce the general framework to estimate
the covariance matrix [Cp ], which is the basis of the optimization procedure
proposed herein. Two different routes will be followed.
10

2.2.1. Global DIC
In the following, global DIC is considered. It relies on the registration of
an image f (x) in the reference configuration and a series of pictures g(x, t) in
the deformed configurations indexed by time t. The gray level conservation is
assumed
f (x) = g(x + u(x, t), t)

(2.2)

where u(x, t) is the sought displacement field. The problem consists of minimizing the norm of the gray level differences over the whole Region of Interest
(ROI)
χ2of

= kg(x + u(x, t), t) − f (x)k2Cn
≡

XX
Ω

Ω

(2.3)

(g(x + u(x, t), t) − f (x))[Cn (x, ξ)]−1 (g(ξ + u(ξ, t), t) − f (ξ))

where [Cn (x, ξ)] denotes the covariance matrix of gray level noise for pixels x
and ξ. In this expression Ω denotes the ROI. Although seldom used, it can
be shown that this norm is the best suited one. At convergence the residual
(g(x + u(x, t), t) − f (x)) should be a statistically representative sampling of the
noise for which the covariance has been computed.
Assuming that acquisition noise is Gaussian and white induces that the
covariance matrix [Cn (x, ξ)] is equal to γf2 [δ(x, ξ)], where [δ(x, ξ)] is the Kronecker delta matrix, and γf the standard deviation (expressed in gray levels) of
noise. Equation (2.4) then reduces to the sum of squared differences between
the deformed image corrected by the measured displacement u(x, t) and the
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reference image (written for each time t independently)
χ2f (t) =

1 X
((g(x + u(x, t), t) − f (x))2
2γf2 |Ω|

(2.4)

Ω

that is minimized with respect to the sought displacement fields u(x, t). |Ω|
denotes the area in terms of the number of pixels the ROI contains. Noise
is assumed to affect each image independently (including the reference one,
which is responsible for the factor of 1/2 coming as a multiplicative term in this
functional).
In the following, the noise amplitude γf will be considered as constant in
space and time, and independent of gray level so that it could have been dropped
from the expression of the functional χ2f (t) without consequences. However, it is
introduced here [43, 38] so that at optimal registration, acquisition noise will be
responsible for an expectation value of this functional equal to unity. A similar
strategy will be followed in the sequel. Let us note that although time (indexing
an image series) is an important aspect of identification because it is crucial to
access the different stages of loading that will be sensitive to different features of
the constitutive law, this section presents tools that are relative to image pairs.
Treating a complete image series will simply consist of summing the different
contributions of image pairs. Thus, the time parameter t is dropped for the
remainder of this section to simplify the notations.
The displacement field is decomposed onto a basis of functions ψn (x) that
is selected at will
u(x) =

X
n
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un ψn (x)

(2.5)

where ψx are shape functions in the present case, and un the unknown degrees
of freedom. Ideally, the number of these fields should be kept as small as possible (to reduce uncertainty on their amplitude) yet large enough to capture the
anticipated variety or heterogeneity of the actual experimental field. The minimization of χ2f is achieved by successive linearizations and corrections, using
Newton-Raphson’s scheme
[M ]{δu} = {b(i) }

(2.6)

where [M ] is the DIC matrix, {δu} the vector gathering all increments of measured displacement amplitudes, and {b(i) } the residual column vector at iteration i. The DIC matrix reads
Mij =

X
Ω

(∇f (x) · ψi (x)) (∇f (x) · ψj (x))

(2.7)

and the right hand side term
bi =

X
Ω

(∇f (x) · ψi (x)) (f (x) − g(x + ũ(x)))

(2.8)

where ũ(x) is the current estimate of the displacement field.
The DIC matrix is of importance when evaluating the covariance matrix of
the measured degrees of freedom due to image noise, [CU ] = h{δu} ⊗ {δu}i [44,
43]
[CU ] = 2γf2 [M ]−1

(2.9)

When a specific random pattern is known then the above equations are to
be used. In the present case, the design is to be done without a specific speckle
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pattern in hand. For this reason, it is useful to resort to a “mean-field” assumption for the estimation of the DIC matrix [M ], and derived quantities such as
the covariance matrix of the kinematic degrees of freedom [CU ]. This approximation is based on a scale separation of shape functions ψ(x) and random
pattern f (x) and their statistical independence. If the expectation value of the
gray level gradient in the reference image, G2f = h(∇f )2 i, is introduced the
mean-field approximation of [M ] reads
Mij ≈

G2f X
ψi (x) · ψj (x)
2

(2.10)

Ω

Many choices of basis fields ψn are possible within the above framework
of global DIC. Two specific choices will be considered hereafter. First, a finite element representation of the displacement [44]. For instance, a triangular
mesh with finite elements that are three-node triangles with linear displacement
interpolation (T3) is the simplest and offers both flexibility for meshing and robustness for DIC. Second, FEMU, which is detailed in the next subsection, can
be transported into the global DIC framework with basis functions that are
computed numerically from parameter sensitivity fields [38]. This procedure,
which is called integrated DIC (or IDIC), is detailed after the FEMU method.
The output of this first processing of images is i) a series of displacement
fields (one for each acquired image past the reference one) as amplitudes {u(t)}
of the chosen kinematic basis and ii) the complete covariance matrix [CU ] due
to noise. (Note that the latter is independent of time.) It will be the input of
the following identification procedure.
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2.2.2. Weighted FEMU
FEMU is a classical identification strategy that is based on the minimization
of the differences between measured quantities (i.e., forces and displacements
where the latter ones are obtained from DIC analyses) on the one hand, and
the corresponding quantities that are computed from a numerical simulation
exploiting a constitutive model and boundary conditions of Dirichlet type extracted from the DIC analysis. One key feature needed to obtain the most
reliable estimate is to weigh the used information according to its value. This
weight is coming from the covariance matrix of the measurement.
Weighted displacement-based Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU-U)
consists of computing the set of (dimensionless) constitutive parameters, {p},
that minimizes χ2U [45, 38]
χ2U =

1
{um − uc }t [CU ]−1 {um − uc }
NU

(2.11)

where χ2U is the weighted squared differences between measured, {um }, and
computed, {uc }, nodal displacements and NU the total number of kinematic
degrees of freedom. Once again, the prefactor has been chosen so that, at
convergence, noise in the measured displacement should, by itself, endow χ2U
with a unitary value. Because the displacement field has generically a nonlinear
behavior with respect to the constitutive parameters, an iterative scheme is
implemented for the minimization of χ2U with respect to {p}

−1
{δp}(i+1) = ([SU ](i) )t [CU ]−1 [SU ](i)
[SU ](i) [CU ]−1 {um − uc(i) }

(2.12)

where [SU ](i) is defined as the displacement sensitivity matrix with respect to
15

material parameters {p}

(i)

[SU ](i) =

∂{uc }
∂{p}

(2.13)

that is expressed in pixels as the parameters {p} have been chosen dimensionless.
At convergence, the displacement sensitivity matrix does not depend any
longer on the iteration number and hence, in the following, the index (i) will be
omitted whenever one does not refer to the practical numerical implementation
where sensitivities have to be updated through iterations as the constitutive
parameters are evolving. In particular, assuming that the noise level is small, the
linearized relationship is used between the increments in {p} and the remaining
discrepancy {um −uc } at convergence to interpret the displacement difference as
the fluctuation in measured displacement induced by noise {δu}. The resulting
{δp} will be nothing but the fluctuating part of the identified parameters due to
noise. The expectation value of [CpU ] = hδp⊗δpi is the corresponding covariance
matrix that contains the full characterization of the statistical variability (within
the present framework of Gaussian noise and small perturbations).
Using the expression of the covariance of the displacement field from global
DIC, Equation (2.12) at convergence becomes
{δp} = 1/(2γf2 )[HU ]−1 [SU ][M ]{δu}

(2.14)

where the Hessian [HU ] is introduced
[HU ] = [SU ]t [CU ]−1 [SU ] = 1/(2γf2 )[SU ]t [M ][SU ]

(2.15)

The covariance in the constitutive parameters due to the image noise is expressed
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as [38]
[CpU ] = [HU ]−1

(2.16)

The reaction forces may also be measured and compared with the computed
resultants, which themselves incorporate i) a constitutive law whose parameters
will at convergence be adjusted to those of the material to be identified, and ii)
displacement boundary conditions that are provided by DIC measurements on
the boundary. Thus, the same approach is followed with the reaction forces for
which χ2F is minimized
χ2F =

1
{Fm − Fc }t [CF ]−1 {Fm − Fc }
NF

(2.17)

where NF is the number of load cells, {Fm } the measured forces, {Fc } the computed reaction forces with respect to the chosen material parameter set, [CF ]
the covariance matrix of the measured loads (in the present case it is assumed
that the load measurements are uncorrelated so that [CF ] = γF2 [I]. However,
it is assumed that the load uncertainty is proportional to the magnitude of the
load, γF2 = ρ21 |F |2 . Moreover, it is easy at this stage to incorporate a minimum
measurement uncertainty for the load cells by including an additional noise term
whose variance ρ20 is independent of the load level. This practically disqualifies
all measurements of forces below Fmin = ρ0 /ρ1 . Thus, it is assumed that [37]
γF2 =ρ21 |F |2 + ρ20

(2.18)

The minimization of χ2F leads to the variation of the identified set of material
parameters

−1
{δp}(i+1) = ([SF ](i) )t [SF ](i)
[SF ](i) {Fm − Fc(i) }
17

(2.19)

where
(i)

[SF ](i) =

∂{Fc }
∂{p}

(2.20)

are the reaction force sensitivities.
Using the same analogy between the algorithmic solution to the problem and
the small perturbation computation of the effect of noise, the covariance matrix
of the identified parameters with respect to the reaction forces reads
[CpF ] = [HF ]−1

(2.21)

where [HF ] = [SF ]t [CF ]−1 [SF ] = γF−2 [SF ]t [SF ] is the reaction force Hessian.
The identification based on the combined displacement fields and reaction
forces is achieved by minimizing the global functional χ2U F [38, 37]
χ2U F =

NU
NF
χ2U +
χ2
NU + NF
NU + NF F

(2.22)

where the displacement and reaction force functionals have been introduced in
Equations (2.11) and (2.17) respectively. The reason for the specific weight of
the two functionals originates from a Bayesian foundation for using a weighted
quadratic difference including noise covariance. The underlying hypothesis is
that the noise is Gaussian and remains so at all stages of its manifestation.
The quadratic form is in fact the argument of the exponential in this Gaussian
probability distribution. The additivity of the functionals is the counterpart of
the statistical independence of the two measurements (i.e., load and images),
which implies that probabilities are to be multiplied. The chosen normalization
by the noise amplitude in all functionals χ considered up to now guarantees that
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no additional prefactors are to be considered here. Consistently, if only noise is
present (i.e., no model error), the expectation value of χ2U F amounts to unity.
The minimization leads to the iterative computation of the parameter increment {δp}(i)
{δp}

(i+1)

−1

= [HU F ]

!
1
1
(i)
(i)
[SU ][M ]({um } − {uc } ) + 2 [SF ]({Fm } − {Fc } )
2γf2
γF
(2.23)

where the global (i.e., kinematic and static) Hessian is considered [HU F ] =
([HU ] + [HF ]). The covariance matrix of the identified parameters becomes
[CpU F ] = h{δp} ⊗ {δp}i = [HU F ]−1

(2.24)

The above sections have underlined the similarity of principles at play for
extracting information with the least uncertainty from noisy data, both for DIC
moving from images to displacement fields, and FEMU going from displacement
fields (and load measurements) to material parameters. In this two-step process, one may note that displacement data are only an intermediate quantity,
whose computation may imply constraints (e.g., coarse mesh for DIC to be wellconditioned) that are not ideally suited to FEMU. It is thus desirable to merge
these two processes into one. This is known as Integrated-DIC, or IDIC, and is
now presented.

2.2.3. Integrated DIC (IDIC)
Integrated digital image correlation (IDIC) is a global DIC technique that
relies on a mechanical choice for the measured displacement field. It allows the
user to perform the measurement and identification of the sought parameters in
19

only one step. The displacement field is approximated as

∂u
(i)
u(x, t, {p}) = u(x, t, {p} ) +
(x, t, {p} ) {δp}
∂{p}(i)
(i)



(2.25)

at iteration i, and the reaction forces

∂{Fc }
(i)
(t, {p} ) {δp}
{Fc }(t, {p}) = {Fc }(t, {p} ) +
∂{p}(i)
(i)



(2.26)

where the corrections {δp} to the sought parameters become the unknowns [37].
In theory, if the same mesh is used in DIC and for the computation of the
sensitivity fields, there should be no difference between a two-step determination and an integrated procedure [38]. However, this is valid only for small
amplitudes of noise and identical meshes. There are many cases where one can
resort to a very fine mesh for the mechanical computation that would not be
acceptable for DIC. This very fine mesh is not a problem with respect to IDIC
as only a few search directions are chosen, and hence the modeling error due to
a coarse mesh can be avoided.
If the same mesh is used and the DIC matrix has been computed as [M ],
and residuals {b}, IDIC simply consists of projecting the nodal displacement
field onto the sensitivity fields. The Hessian becomes
[M ]IDIC = [S]t [M ][S]

(2.27)

and hence the amplitudes that can still be read as the increments in the constitutive parameters assume the following expression
t
{δp}(i) = [M ]−1
IDIC [S] {b}

20

(2.28)

In the following, artificial (i.e., computed) cases will be dealt with and hence
one may question the added value of using IDIC. In fact it will mostly allow
us to check that intermediate ill-conditioning does not interfere with the effect
of noise to prevent convergence on the one hand, and it will lead to a realistic
treatment of noise irrespective of its value. The level of noise indicated in Table 1
has been chosen as representative of actual experimental conditions.
Table 1: Displacement and load resolutions, and other characteristic features [37]

Quantity
Value

ρ0

ρ1

γf

Gf = h(∇f )2 i1/2

a

2.5 N

4×10−4

233 gray levels

3800 gray levels/pixel

13.5 µm

3. Elastic law with different parameterizations
For the identification involving multiple parameters, it is somewhat subjective to choose a given criterion to express the quality of identification by a single
number to be optimized. It is desirable that all parameters be determined accurately. However when increasing the quality of one determination degrades
that of another one, expressing a preference is difficult. Because of this freedom,
one cannot pretend to provide a universal answer. The choice made herein is to
focus on the “worst” determination, namely, the one that has the largest uncertainty due to noise, and the optimization is designed to reduce this uncertainty
to its minimum. However, it is to be noted that even such a choice is fragile.
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A nonlinear transformation of parameters may lead to a different optimization
criterion and hence a different answer.
It is important to note that changing parameters is simple and the above
formalism may show that this change can be done before or after the identification, and get the very same result. The difficulty rather lies in the formulation
of a relevant criterion. In many cases, an easy way out of this debate is to focus
on a specific application (e.g., a part with a given shape subjected to prescribed
loads and for which one is interested in a deflection at a particular location) and
for which one could reformulate an uncertainty criterion suited to the targeted
application, which has no chance of coinciding with any other a priori choice.
The chosen objective is from now on to get the smallest level of the largest
eigenvalue of the parameter covariance matrix. Equivalently, the largest level of
the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian is sought. Let us introduce the notation
of {λU } for the eigenvalues of the Hessian [HU ], and similarly {λF }, {λU F } for
[HF ] and [HU F ] respectively.
The choice of the constitutive law parameterization is important [42]. Two
parameterizations will be considered in isotropic elasticity. One writing is based
on the shear, µ, and bulk, K, moduli. The stress-strain relationship reads
σ = 2µ( −

1
tr()I) + K tr()I
3

(3.1)

where σ and  are the stress and strain tensors, respectively, and I the identity
tensor. Lamé coefficients are related to Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio
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ν by
E=

9Kµ
3K + µ

and

ν=

3K − 2µ
2(3K + µ)

(3.2)

The values of the parameters in the example discussed in the following section
are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Elastic parameters representative of 17-7 PH steel

E (GPa)

ν (—)

K (GPa)

µ (GPa)

Reference (p0 )

200

0.3

166.7

76.9

Sensitivity analysis (p)

204

0.306

175.3

78.5

State

Two optimizations will be studied.

Because of the requirement to

use a dimensionless set of parameters, the first chosen parameterization is
based on {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} collectively denoted {p}, and the second on
{log(K/K0 ), log(µ/µ0 )} denoted {q}. Here E0 , ν0 , K0 and µ0 are nominal values of the chosen parameters. The choice of using a log scale for the moduli is
to favor relative uncertainties. Within this configuration the local tangent map
between the two bases reads
  


 dK 


1
K
=



 dµ 


1
µ








2ν
 dE 

(1−2ν) 
E
−ν
(1+ν)

 



 dE 


E

   ≡ [A]  


 dν 

 dν 

ν

(3.3)

ν

where [A] is the change of basis matrix. About a current point, the increments
{dq} and {dp} are linearly related by the above [A] linear transformation. Figure 3 shows the incremental vectors {dq} in the {dp} plane. It is to be emphasized that these vectors are rotated and scaled differently so that the {p} → {q}
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mapping is not unitary (i.e., norm of vectors will not be preserved). The consequences of this simple observation are now studied regarding the covariance
matrices.
1

0.5

dν/ν

dK/K
0

-0.5

-1
-1

dµ/µ

-0.5

0

0.5

1

dE/E

Figure 3:

Local map of the {log(K), log(µ)} parameterization in the

{log(E), log(ν)} basis

The covariance matrix in the first set of coordinates {p} may be diagonalized
as
[Cp ] = h{δp} ⊗ {δp}i = [V ]t [D][V ]

(3.4)

where [V ] is the matrix gathering the eigenvectors and [D] the diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues. In the second basis, the covariance matrix [Cq ] reads
[Cq ] = h{δq} ⊗ {δq}i = [A]t [V ]t [D][V ][A]

(3.5)

A singular value decomposition of [A] leads to the relationship [A] = [U1 ][S][U2 ]
where [U1 ], [U2 ] are unitary, and [S] symmetric and positive-definite. Thus the
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covariance matrix becomes
[Cq ] = [U2 ]t [S][U1 ]t [V ]t [D][V ][U1 ][S][U2 ]

(3.6)

= [U2 ]t [S][W1 ]t [D][W1 ][S][U2 ]

(3.7)

where [W1 ] is also unitary. In the present case, the matrix [A] is equal to


1
[A] = 

1

1.5 


−0.23

(3.8)

and its singular decomposition leads to the three matrices




−0.96 −0.27

[U1 ] = 


−0.27 0.96

1.85
[S] = 

0

0 


0.93





−0.66 0.75 

[U2 ] = 


−0.75 −0.66
(3.9)

The criterion was chosen earlier as being the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. It is to be stressed that a change of basis will not preserve
such a criterion (it would if [A] were unitary). The largest eigenvalue of [Cq ]
is less than or equal to the largest eigenvalue of [Cp ] times the square of the
largest eigenvalue of [S] (i.e., this is only a bound). If a criterion based on the
uncertainty “volume” det([Cp ]) were chosen, then a deterministic relationship
could have been derived
det([Cq ]) = det([Cp ]) det([S])2

(3.10)

suggesting a more favorable look to represent the results in the basis corresponding to the {p} parameterization rather than the {q} one, since det([S])2 ≈ 3.
This example shows that although one can freely move from one representation to another one without loss of information, the choice of a specific form
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criterion and a fortiori of its quantitative value may convey different appreciations of the quality of the identification. It is not suggested here to use a specific
form of criterion, but simply to underline its consequences. In other terms, if the
user desires to focus on one or several parameters, a suitable parameterization
should be chosen. Therefore the corresponding experimental and identification
procedures will result from the above considerations.

4. Geometry optimization
The following section now reports on the shape optimization of the cruciform sample whose geometry is shown in Figure 1 and designed for biaxial
experiments. Furthermore, the triangular loading path presented in Figure 2
is applied. The constitutive law of the specimen is assumed to be elastic (see
Section 4.1).

4.1. Analysis of an elastic case
The IDIC procedure is discussed assuming a linear isotropic elastic constitutive law based on the {p} set of parameters, namely, p1 = log(E/E0 ) and
p2 = log(ν/ν0 ) where E0 and ν0 are chosen as representative of 17-7 PH stainless steel [39, 37] and listed in Table 2. The sensitivity fields are first discussed.
They are obtained in all the sequel from a numerical finite difference based on
a 2 % variation of the parameters (Table 2).
First, let us note that the Young’s modulus sensitivity field [SU ]E is equal
to zero in that case. This is in accordance with the fact that Dirichlet boundary
conditions are prescribed and no load information is used. A change in Young’s
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modulus would only affect the load but not the displacement field for such a
linear behavior. In contrast, the sensitivity fields related to the Poisson’s ratio
[SU ]ν whose horizontal component is shown in Figure 4 is nontrivial. This
sensitivity field is computed for a geometry such that r = 2 mm and at the
maximum amplitude loading with equi-biaxial tension (point B of the loading
path of Figure 2). Due to the fact that the thickness is uniform over the whole
sample, the sensitivity is low close to the center of the sample, but interestingly
it varies more strongly across the vertical arm of the specimen (i.e., close to
uniaxial tension).
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Figure 4: Sensitivity field [SU ]ν · e1 expressed in mm in the parameterization
{p} related to Poisson’s ratio
Using the second parameterization {q} = {log(K/K0 ), log(µ/µ0 )}, Figure 5
shows the horizontal component of the sensitivity fields [SU ]K and [SU ]µ at
point B. These fields are both non zero, as changing K at fixed µ or µ at
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fixed K does alter the Poisson’s ratio. However, as only one degree of freedom
matters, it is expected that [SU ]K , [SU ]µ and [SU ]ν are all collinear
[SU ]K = a[SU ]ν
(4.1)
[SU ]µ = b[SU ]ν
where a and b can be evaluated from the expression of matrix [A] (see Equation (3.3)) as a = (A−1 )21 ≈ 0.58 and b = (A−1 )22 ≈ −0.58.
Figure 6 shows the change of the only nonzero eigenvalue of the instantaneous
Hessian along the loading path. Furthermore, this graph contains parabolas, of
which two originate from O (OA and BO). This means that these two radial
parts bring the same qualitative information, with an eigen value of the Hessian
that scales as the square of the displacement amplitude (hence the parabolas).
Along the AB path, the sensitivity fields do not preserve a fixed orientation
through time, there is no simple relationship between instantaneous values and
those of the radial parts of the load path, even though a single degree of freedom
is sensitive.
Let us stress that this section illustrates the notion of sensitivity field through
instantaneous loading stages. However, when performing an actual identification, the Hessian to be considered is the summation over time of the instantaneous Hessians, i.e., over the entire loading path. Similarly right hand side
members are to be summed over time.
Figures 6 and 7 show the level of the (nonzero) eigenvalues of instantaneous
Hessians. It would be an exact property if the noise variance were constant,
which is not true for the load uncertainty, but the deviation is almost negligible.
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Figure 5: (a) Horizontal component of the sensitivity field [SU ]K relative to the
bulk modulus and (b) of the sensitivity field [SU ]µ relative to the shear modulus
at loading point B. The displacements are expressed in mm
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Figure 6: eigenvalue λU,1 of the Hessian [HU ] with the {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )}
parameterization

The kinematic Hessian [HU ] is evaluated at each step of the loading path.
Figure 6 shows only the nonzero eigenvalue λU,1 of [HU ]. The maximum level
of λU,1 is reached for point B, but the behavior is different for the loading
and unloading parts. The load dissymmetry reduces the value of λU,1 . For
an equivalent amplitude

p

u21 + u22 the eigenvalue is lower for the asymmetric

history.
Figure 7(a) shows the largest eigenvalue λF,1 related to [HF ]. The maximum
level of λF,1 is again reached for point B. However, a different behavior is
observed for the second eigenvalue, λF,2 (Figure 7(b)). While the maximum level
of the largest eigenvalue is reached for the maximum amplitude, the maximum
level for λF,2 is reached for point A, i.e., for the most asymmetric boundary
condition. When the loads are equal in all branches of the sample, the second
eigenvalue vanishes. Therefore, the equibiaxial loading history (in terms of loads
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F ) only provides information for the dominant eigenvalue (whose eigenvector
is essentially aligned with log(E)). Furthermore, the different behaviors of the
two eigenvalues originate from the two distinct material parameters. Last, let us
stress that the ratio between the two eigenvalues related to [HF ] is in the range
of a few hundreds. This important contrast leads to severe noise sensitivity
issues when performing the inversion based on the static data only.

4.2. Geometry optimization in elasticity
Geometry optimization is now considered. Let us recall that the least uncertainty is sought, or with the criterion discussed in Section 3, the smallest
eigenvalue of the Hessian should be maximized. In order to be consistent it
is important to ensure that the yield stress is not exceeded along the loading
path. However, the highest stress depends critically on the geometry, namely,
the smaller the fillet radius r the higher the stress concentration. Hence it is
decided to adjust the maximum displacement d∗ of the sample arms so that
the maximum von Mises equivalent stress matches a lower bound on the yield
stress, chosen to be σy = 1300 MPa, which is representative of 17-7 PH stainless
steel in TH 1050 condition [39].
The eigenvalues of the kinematic, [HU ], and static, [HF ], Hessians, which
are integrated over the whole loading history, for each studied geometry are
displayed in Figure 8. As earlier noted in the purely kinematic case the Young’s
modulus cannot be determined, and hence λU,2 = 0 (since [HU ]EE = [HU ]Eν =
[HU ]νE = 0). The other eigenvalue, λU,1 , has a rather smooth variation with
an optimal value at about r = ropt ≈ 1.7 mm for which the uncertainty on the
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Figure 7: Largest eigenvalue λF,1 (a) and smallest one λF,2 (b) of the Hessian
[HF ] with the {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} parameterization
Poisson’s ratio is minimal.
Considering the reaction forces, Figure 8(b) shows the eigenvalues of the
Hessian [HF ] with the fillet radius r. Both eigenvalues λF,1 and λF,2 display
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Figure 8: Eigenvalue λU,1 of the Hessian [HU ] and λF,1 and λF,2 of the Hessian [HF ] in linear and isotropic elasticity for different fillet radii with the
{log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} parameterization
a similar behavior as that of λU,1 with a smooth maximum in the considered
range. However, the maximum value of each eigenvalue is reached for a different
radius, r1opt = 1.7 mm for λF,1 and r2opt = 1.4 mm for λF,2 . If only reaction
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forces were considered in the identification, the criterion based on the largest
value of the smallest eigenvalue would lead to a fillet radius r2opt .
It is worth noting that the largest eigenvalue assumes a comparable value for
the displacement-based and the load-based identification, stating that no obvious hierarchy is expected when using kinematic or static information. Rather
they should complement each other. Moreover, the influence of the loading history is not studied herein. However, it is worth noting that the latter would
affect the eigenvalues, and thus, the value of the optimized fillet radius.
For a different parameterization {log(K/K0 ), log(µ/µ0 )}, Figure 9 shows
the eigenvalues of the two Hessians [HU ] and [HF ]. As discussed in Section 3,
the second eigenvalue of [HU ] is null. Since a single eigenvalue remains, the
optimal value of the fillet radius has to be identical to that observed with the
{p} parametrization when dealing with [HU ]. Considering the reaction forces,
the behavior of the two eigenvalues is very close to that observed in Figure 8b.
Some slight changes of at most a factor of 4 could be anticipated due to the
singular value decomposition of matrix [A].
Figure 10(a) shows the eigenvalues of the global Hessian [HU F ] using the
{log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} parameterization. The largest eigenvalue remains in the
same range as previously observed with [HU ] and [HF ], λ1 ≈ 106 . However, the
most noticeable change lies in the second eigenvalue. From 0 with [HU ], and 103
with [HF ] it now reaches about 3×105 when both static and kinematic data are
combined at their best. This rise shows that these two sources of information
are very complementary, and, schematically, if the load allows one to evaluate
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Figure 9: Eigenvalue λU,1 of the Hessian [HU ] and λF,1 and λF,2 of the Hessian [HF ] in linear and isotropic elasticity for different fillet radii with the
{log(K/K0 ), log(µ/µ0 )} parameterization. The second eigenvalue λU,2 is equal
to zero

the Young’s modulus, the DIC analysis captures the Poisson’s ratio influence.
The optimal fillet radius is again observed to be of the order ropt = 1.7±0.4 mm.
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Last, the influence of the parameterization can again be considered. Figure 10(b) is the equivalent for the {p} parameters of Figure 10(a) for {q}. The
comparison of both sub-figures shows that the {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} parameterization is more favorable since the lowest eigenvalue is higher compared with
that obtained with {log(K/K0 ), log(µ/µ0 )} as could have been expected from
the singular value decomposition of [A]. This change is however marginal and
simply shows the care with which the optimization criterion should be formulated. Fortunately, this change in the values of λ does not affect much the
optimal radius r, which remains of the order of ropt = 1.7±0.4 mm.
The above geometry optimization investigated a rather simple class with
only one degree of freedom (i.e., one fillet radius). The same principles can be
applied to a larger class of variants. Practical restrictions may come from the
computational cost of the study. The following subsection aims to illustrate an
optimization procedure that allows a wider range of geometry variations to be
considered at a modest additional cost.

4.3. Geometry optimization in elasticity with different fillets
The section aims to investigate the influence of the four fillet radii and
to propose a strategy to optimize their sizes. First, with all the fillet radii
being equal an optimal value is obtained as shown in Section 4.2. Second, the
investigation is performed by only modifying three fillet radii with the same
value and seeking the new optimal value while keeping one filet radius equal to
the previous optimal value. Then, the second fillet radii is also fixed with the
new optimum value. This process is repeated until all the optimum fillet radii
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Figure 10: Eigenvalues λU F of Hessian [HU F ] with two different parameterizations

are found. The fillet radii are optimized in the trigonometric order from the top
left corner. The same loading history is considered (Figure 2).
Figure 11 shows the eigenvalues λU F of Hessian [HU F ] for the four optimiza-
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tion steps and for the {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 )} parameterization. The second optimization step does not strongly change the results and because less fillet radii
are modified, the changes of the eigenvalues are less significant. Consequently,
four identical fillet radii equal to r = 1.7±0.4 mm correspond to the optimal
shape for the identification of elastic parameters.
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Figure 11: Eigenvalues λU F of Hessian [HU F ] for the four optimization steps

4.4. Geometry optimization in elastoplasticity
Geometry optimization has been addressed up to now within the framework
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of linear elasticity. It has been emphasized that the entire optimization procedure as presented herein is transparent to the complexity of the parameters used
in the modeling (although the cost of computing the sensitivity fields will be
directly dependent on the sophistication of the chosen constitutive law). This
statement also emphasizes that the “optimality” of a specimen geometry will
never be universally optimal but only within a given framework. In this section,
the initial geometry optimization (above shown to lead to an at least local optimum for a larger class of geometries) with a single degree of freedom (i.e., four
identical fillet radii) is reconsidered for an elastoplastic material. The chosen
law is a standard one with linear kinematic hardening [46]
Ẋ =

2
C ˙ pl
3

(4.2)

where C is a material parameter, ˙ pl the plastic strain rate tensor, and X the
back-stress. The yield surface J2 (σ − X) = σ0 is defined such that J2 is von
Mises’ equivalent stress and σ0 the yield stress. The maximum amplitude prescribed displacement d∗ is defined such that the maximum equivalent plastic
strain is equal to 10 %. The prescribed loading history is shown in Figure 2.
The parameterization is identical to that chosen for the elastic case, namely,
{q} = {log(E/E0 ), log(ν/ν0 ), log(σ/σ0 ), log(C/C0 )}. Table 3 gathers the reference values of the material parameters.
Figure 12 shows the eigenvalues of [HU F ] when the four fillet radii are equal.
The two smallest eigenvalues have similar trends and values as the linear elastic
case. The maximum level of the smallest eigenvalue λU F,4 is reached when r =
1.5±0.3 mm. This value is slightly less than that observed in elasticity. Although
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Table 3: Value of the material parameters

Parameter
Value

E

ν

σ0

C

200 GPa

0.3

1300 MPa

10 GPa

in the present case the optimal geometries for elasticity and elastoplasticity
are quite close, it is worth emphasizing that different constitutive laws do not
necessarily lead to the same optimal configuration.
Further, the fact that four material parameters are now investigated does
not significantly alter the values of the smallest eigenvalues of the Hessian, even
if the latter is slightly smaller than the linear elastic case at the initial step
of the optimization. At the end of the process their values are almost equal
plas
(log10 (λelas
min ) ≈ log10 (λmin ) ≈ 5.8). This result indicates that the elastic param-

eters are likely to be more difficult to identify than the hardening parameters.
Consequently, an optimization only based on elastic parameters is already giving a good indication for the optimization. Its additional advantage lies in the
fact that the simulations are much faster than for more complex constitutive
equations.
Conversely, several orders of magnitude are observed between the four eigenvalues, which are significantly higher than in the elastic analysis (Figure 10).
This observation shows that the hardening parameters are not as sensitive to
noise as the elastic ones, which is to be expected since the strain levels (as
displacement fluctuations) are more important in plasticity than in elasticity.
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Figure 12: Eigenvalues λU F of Hessian [HU F ] for an elastoplastic law with linear
kinematic hardening when all the fillet radii are varying

4.5. Geometry optimization in elastoplasticity with different fillets
Figure 13(a) shows the eigenvalues of [HU F ] when one fillet radius is kept
constant and equal to r = 1.5 mm (i.e., the optimal case for four equal sizes).
The other three fillet radii have the same value. The lowest eigenvalue becomes
greater than what was achieved in the previous case. The optimal value is
r ≈ 2.6 mm for which λU F,3 and λU F,4 are identical. Last, it is noteworthy that
several local minima are encountered. This originates from the elastoplastic
kinematic behavior that influences the sensitivities that are no longer trivial
and linear.
Last, Figure 13(b) shows the eigenvalues of [HU F ] when three fillet radii are
kept constant. The maximum level of λU F,4 is achieved for a fillet radius equal
to r = 2.6 mm (at the intersection of λU F,4 and λU F,3 ). Furthermore, another
maximum is reached for r = 0.8 mm. Contrary to elasticity, the present analysis
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shows that having various fillet radii is more favorable than having equal ones.
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Figure 13: Eigenvalues λU F of Hessian [HU F ] for the optimization steps 2 and
3

This result can be understood by analyzing the sensitivity fields. Figure 14
shows the sensitivity fields [SU ]p · e1 for the four material parameters at loading
point B. The sensitivity fields [SU ]σ0 and [SU ]C are not vanishing in the center
of the specimen. This would occur in a fully symmetric geometry. In terms
of levels, the two sensitivity fields are several orders of magnitude higher in
plasticity in comparison with elasticity as was already observed when analyzing
the eigenvalues of [HU F ] with four identical fillet radii (Figure 12).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14: Sensitivity fields [SU ]E · e1 (a), [SU ]ν · e1 (b), [SU ]σ0 · e1 (c), and
[SU ]C · e1 (d) at point B. The displacements are expressed in mm
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5. Conclusion
A complete identification procedure has been described, which starts from
the acquisition of experimental data (i.e., load levels and images) to the extraction of material parameters whereby uncertainties could be tracked all the way
down to the identification step. It treats FEMU and DIC on the same footing
and embraces both steps into a single one via IDIC. With this procedure in
hand, the cruciform specimen geometry of a biaxial test could be optimized in
such a way that the final uncertainty on the identified constitutive parameters
is minimized.
The proposed procedure fully exploits the wealth of information provided
by full-field measurements, and weights this information according to its value,
namely, its inverse uncertainty. As emphasized in the introduction, the advent
of full-field measurements allows to aim for the optimization directly to the
final goal, and not to intermediate conditions (such as homogeneity) that were
necessary for the exploitation of the test, as needed when strain gauges were to
be used.
The optimization is based on the minimization of the worst uncertainty although different criteria may have been chosen. The present approach considers
the entire metrological chain (i.e., from the random pattern of DIC to finite
element simulations for the computation of sensitivity fields) to account for the
measurement resolution. As a result, the optimization is dedicated to a specific
specimen and even more to its expected behavior. Different results are found
for the two investigated laws. The optimization in linear elasticity leads to four
44

identical fillet radii whereas the elastoplastic optimization leads to various fillet
radii. However, the maximum level of the minimum eigenvalue is not significantly different between elastic and elastoplastic optimizations. The advantage
of the former is that the computation time is significantly lower and provides a
good first estimate (i.e., 3 hours in comparison with 10-hour computation time
on a PC with an 8-core Intel Xeon E5 processor). The result would presumably
be different if the study would focus on a specific material parameter.
In the treated example, it is to be observed that sensitive regions are favored
with respect to those where the strain field is the most uniform when the four
fillet radii are identical. Such a marked difference implies that the here-derived
optimized shape is significantly different from those obtained without resorting
to full-field measurements. In particular the arms of the cruciform sample and
the areas surrounding the fillet exhibit a greater sensitivity to the constitutive
parameters than the center and hence are to be exploited. Conversely, when the
radii are not identical, the central part of the sample is also contributing to the
elastoplastic parameter sensitivity, which globally increases, thereby decreasing
the overall sensitivity to noise.
Finally, the loading path has been considered here together with the specimen geometry in order to ensure the relevance of elasticity or a maximum strain
level in plasticity. A more elaborate optimization of the loading path could be
envisioned within the same goal of reducing the identification uncertainty, which
will be investigated in future studies by following the same optimization path
as proposed herein.
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Main notations
χf

digital image correlation residual

γf

standard deviation of gray levels

γF

standard resolution of the load measurement

Ω

region of interest

u(x)

displacement field vector

[M ]

global correlation matrix

[SU ]

displacement sensitivity matrix

[SF ]

force sensitivity matrix

[CU ]

covariance matrix of measured nodal displacements

[CF ]

covariance matrix of measured load

[Cp• ]

covariance matrix of identified material parameters using a
method labeled by •

[HU ]

kinematic Hessian

[HF ]

static Hessian

[HU F ]

combined Hessian
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f (x), g(x)

pictures in the reference and deformed configurations, respectively

eα

unit vector along direction α = 1, 2

x

2D or 3D coordinates in normal space

ξ

2D or 3D coordinates in reference space

χU

finite element method updating objective function based on displacement fields (FEMU-U)

χF

finite element method updating objective function based on
force measurements (FEMU-F)

χU F

finite element method updating objective function based on displacement fields and force measurement (FEMU-UF)

{p}

vector gathering constitutive parameters

ψ(x)

matrix gathering the shape functions

uc

computed displacement field

um

measured displacement field

δij

Kronecker operator

h•i

mean value of •

Gf = h∇2 f i1/2

root mean square gray level gradient
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